
 

 

1. Overview of the field  
 

Definition of Illegal migrant smuggling 

Integrated Border Management (IBM) is an integrated concept for border control 
management within members of the EU as well as Iceland, Norway and Switzerland 
(SCHENGEN space). 
In this context, border control at the borders as well as within the national territory 
must contribute to the fight against illegal immigration, cross-border crime 
and trafficking in human beings, as well as the prevention of any threat to the 
internal security, public order and public health. 
IBM is explicitly described in the "Schengen catalogue for external border control, removal 
and readmissions" (19 March 2009 / SCHEVAL 48 Front 21 Comix 252). 
 

 

Assessment of trends and developments  

Profiling is based on the quarterly analysis report and the defined legal obligations. 
 
 

 

Recent overview of  statistics and research  

In Luxembourg, the criminal investigation department makes a quarterly analysis report on 
the Integrated Border Management (IBM). 
 

 

2. Crime strategy and coordination  
 

Objectives of the crime strategy  

Ensure the application of the IBM concept at the national level: 

 organise major operations in the field of illegal immigration in the national level. 

 ensure the transmission of quarterly analysis reports to the regional departments. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Crime prevention policy 

EU- priority  Illegal migrant smuggling  

Country  Luxemburg 

Year  2019 



 

Role of prevention in the crime strategy on state/regional/local level   

At the moment we have a service regulation in this area (IBM), but no special concept in 
the area of prevention. 
 

 

Implementation of the policy (which level is responsible for the implementation and 
how is the implementation coordinated?)  

The Luxembourg Police, Judicial Police Department, in cooperation with the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, is responsible for implementation of the IBM. 
We have attached our National Concept “Integrated Border Management“ Service Manual 
to the questionnaire. 
 

 

Stakeholders (working groups, specialised agencies, partners, etc)  

The Luxembourg Police has a department: "Foreign Police" which is under the jurisdiction 
of the Criminal Police and which is responsible for the illegal trafficking of human beings. 
This department also operates under the auspices of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
 

 

Participation in European/ international networks, working groups, etc.  

Frontex is an international partner in this field and also keeps statistics. 
 

 

 

3. Good practices  
 

Overview of recent good practices, prevention programs, etc.  

Border control at the borders as well as within the national territory must contribute to the 
fight against illegal immigration, cross-border crime and trafficking in human beings, as 
well as the prevention of any threat to the internal security, public order and public health. 
 
 

 


